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Popular mobile devices

 Smartphones 

 iPhone, Android

 Tablets

 iPads, Samsung Galaxy Tab, Sony Xperia Z4, etc

 E-book reader

 Amazon Kindle, Kobo

 Smartwatches

 Apple watch, Samsung gear



Android Security

 Android security is good but the OS version and device diversity makes 

security hard to perfect



Ragentek Group

 Chinese company developed the firmware

 Left 3 million devices vulnerable

 Firmware:

 Does not encrypt the communication sent and received to the phone

 Does not rely on code-signing to authenticate legitimate apps

 US was #1 affected country

 BLU phones were affected



Qualcomm chipset

 900 Million Qualcomm devices were exposed to vulnerability called 

QuadRooter

 Discovered by security company “Check Point” in 2016

 Allows hackers to gain root access to your phone.

 Collect stored data

 Key log

 Control the camera 

 Track GPS location

 Attacker exploits these vulnerabilities using a malicious app. (No permissions 

required) 



How to protect?

 QuadRoot Scanner by “Check Point Labs”

 Download only trusted apps from trusted sources (Google Play)

 Keep your device up to date

 Avoid side loading (.APK) files from untrusted sources (Pokémon GO)

 Watch out for suspicious permissions (Flashlight)

 Use your phone on trusted wifi networks

 Use Anitvirus protection

 Samsung devices are not in danger (Exynos)



Dangers of side loading 

 Malicious Pokémon GO app with “DroidJack” malware.

 Gives full control over victims phone

• Control Wifi

• Control GPS

• Take pictures

• Record video

• Download/Upload files

• Many more



Permissions

 “Brightest Flashlight Free” was installed on 50 - 100 million devices.

 This app was sharing GPS location and unique device identifier to the third 

party advertisers without user’s consent

 The app presented users with an option not to share any information, even 

thought it already did.

 Developer settles with FTC

Federal Trade Commission



Changes to Permissions

 Android 6.0 (API Level 23) introduced new permission system

 System permissions are divided into two categories:

 Normal permissions (do not risk user’s privacy)

 Dangerous permissions – give access to the user’s confidential data. User has an 

option to grant that permission.

 The app has to target API level 23.



Apple Mobile Device Security



Apple Mobile Device Security

 When Apple refused to unlock an iPhone 5C for the FBI, the conversation 

around its encryption practices moved center stage.

 Apple's iOS devices are known for their strong security, partly because 

Apple controls the entire device ecosystem -- hardware, firmware, and 

software.

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/apple-demands-to-know-how-fbi-cracked-san-bernardino-iphone/


Apple Mobile Device Security

 Recently, at Apple's 2016 WWDC event, the company announced that it 

would require the use of its App Transport Security (ATS) feature in all apps 

by January 1, 2017. This would essentially force all app traffic to run through 

encrypted HTTPS connections from now on.

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/wwdc-2016-apple-to-require-https-encryption-on-all-ios-apps-by-2017/


Apple Mobile Device Security

 In order to develop and install apps on iOS devices, developers must 

register with Apple and join the Apple Developer Program. 

 The real-world identity of each developer, whether an individual or a 

business, is verified by Apple before their certificate is issued.



Apple Mobile Device Security

 Once an app is verified to be from an approved source, iOS enforces 

security measures designed to prevent it from compromising other apps or 

the rest of the system.



iPhone Vulnerabilities



Trident Flaw

 In August 2016, Apple released a new security update which fixes the 

spying flaw, aka Trident Flaw.

 the spy can gain access to the device’s kernel – the core of the operating 

system – which has privileged access to operate the phone. This means it 

can turn on the camera or microphone, install surveillance software, and 

read the contents of emails and messaging apps, as well as calendars.

 All of this can happen without the user knowing as it occurs in the phone’s 

underlying code.



Trident Flaw

 For a phone to be breached, all that has to happen is for the user to click a 

link that opens in Safari, which activates a piece of spying software named 

“Pegasus”.



Exodus Intelligence

 Apple offers 200k for zero-day (unknown at the time of release) new 

vulnerabilities in the iOS.

 Black Hat firm Exodus Intelligence offers 500k.

 Exodus then sells the known vulnerabilities on the Black Market.



Smart watches

 Apple watch

 Android watch

SMART WATCH IS A WEARABLE COMPUTERIZED WRISTWATCH, THEY RELY 

ON WIRELESSLY CONNECTED SMARTPHONE TO PERFORM MANY OF ITS DEFAULT 

FUNCTIONS, SUCH AS CALLING, TEXTING, ETC..



How secure is your smart watch?

Security Issues:

 Many companies who have tested smartwatches to know how secure 
they are, they found many serious security flaws in a smartwatch, such as:

 Insufficient Authentication

Lack of Encryption

Privacy Problems

 In 2015 HP Fortify finds 100 percent of tested smartwatches exhibits 
security flaws.

 A 2015 study by Hewlett-Packard found that "100 percent" of popular 
smart watches were vulnerable to some form of security attack.



Security Issues

 Insufficient Authentication:

 According to the Analysis report by HP Fortify:

1. 30% of unit tested were vulnerable to account harvesting, that is attacker could gain 
access to the device and data due to the combination of weak password policy and lack 
of account lockout

2. The smartwatches tested allows user to upload their information to a server on cloud, which 
then returns a subset of the user's contacts that are using the service

A report from Trend Micro says the lack of passwords or other authentication methods makes 
smart watches uniquely vulnerable to hackers.

http://blog.trendmicro.co.uk/security-flaws-common-on-most-popular-smartwatches/#more-363


Security Issues

 Lack of Encryption:

 According to the Analysis report by HP Fortify:

100 percent of the test products implemented transport encryption using 

SSL/TLS, 40 percent of the cloud connections make use of weak security 

cyphers and are vulnerable to POODLE attacks due to their continued use 

of SSL v2.

 In 2015, researchers from University of New Haven, managed to pull emails, 

messages, contacts and complete health data from the Samsung Gear 2 

and contact lists from LG G watch. This is because Samsung and LG do not 
properly encrypt data on their smart watches.

http://www.embedded.com/electronics-blogs/industry-comment/4436105/-Poodle--static-analysis-and-design-versus-code-defects


Apple watch security issues

 Payment fraud using apple pay: ( Verbal Explanation)

 Apple watch reset issue ( Verbal explanation)



Questions:

1. What is the most common vulnerability for the iPhone?

2. What is the name of the feature that Apple required by January, 2017 in all 

of its apps? 

3. What is the name of the program that a developer must register with in 

order to develop apps for the iPhone? 

4. Because of insufficient authentication on smartwatch, what should we do 

to strengthen the authentication? 

5. Which Android version introduced new permission system? 



Answers

1. Dos

2. App Transport Security (ATS)

3. Apple Developer Program

4. Use two-factor Authentication. Available both on Android Watch(using 

google authenticator) and Apple watch.

5. 6.0

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/wwdc-2016-apple-to-require-https-encryption-on-all-ios-apps-by-2017/
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